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1, Introduction 
In the previou1 papen [1,2) the Cormaliam of the boaonic path integral• wu developed £or interact• 
ing Dirac fermion• In D-dimenaional Euclide&11 apace-time. Repreaentation1 (I.1,14) &11d (I.1.111)1 

for the effective action a.nd propa.ga.tor of intera.cting D-dime11aio11al Dira.c fermion• 1.1 1um1 over 
all pa.th, in the :1:-1p1.ce were obta.ined 

S(z,v;A) = k~ dTe-ru [ 'Dz,.Pexp (ig [ dz,.A,.(.z)) M~[:i:) 

&lid 
W(A) = fo"0 ~ e-rJI / vz,.5(z(O)- z(T))Tr Pexp (ig f dz,.A,.(z)) TrMo(z) 

a.nd for the 1pinor functional Mo(:i:) for a.rbitra.ry D expreuion (I.2.8) wu derived. Thi• expreuion 
conta.in1 the £unction /(n) defined in eq.(I.2.9). It ii equal to the infinite product of Dira.c ma.trice• 
that wu calcula.ted in aect.3 of ref.[1) oruy £or two value• of the 1p1.ce-time dimenaion D = 2, 3. 

The purpoae of thia pa.per ii to generalize the a.hove reault: we will calcula.te the 1pinor func• 
tional for a.rbitra.ry value1 of the 1p1.ce-time dimenaion. 

2. Dimensional extension of the spinor functional ;'. 
To evalua.te Mo[:i:) £or D .?: 4, let u1 conaider the original expreuion (I.1.13) for, the apinor 
functional in D-dimen1ional Euclidea.n apace-time · 

Mo(:i:) = J-op~ex_p (-if dtp(t):i:(t))Pexp (if dtp(t)) 

a.nd perform on it a tra.naforma.tion called the dimen,ional ezten,ion. 
The -y,.-ma.lricea a.re tr&celeia, hermiti&n malrice1 of order· 2d: 

2d = 21D/I) '• 

( tho1e propertiea are formulated in the Appendix 0£ ref.[21). In pa.rticula.r, matrice1 r• "' { -,,., 7~, ... } 
, a = 1, ... , 4d2 - 1 a.re elemenh of the ,u(2d) Lie algebra (3J .. Let u1 lran1form eq.(I.1.13) to 
complete the exponent to an a.rbitr&ry element of thi1 algebra: A:.r•, where A:. i1 1ome ( 4d2 - 1 )· 
dimenaional vector. To thi1 end the dimen1ional extenaion ia performed. We introduce the a.ddi
tional coordina.te1 k.,, z.,, a = D + 1, ... , 4d2 - 1 a.nd identically tran1form eq.(l.1.13) u follows: 

Mn(:i:I= / 'D:i:.,MaJ[:i:I, a:=D·H, ... ,4d1 -1 (2.1) 

where 

M2J(:i:I = f'ok.exp (-i for dtk.z.) Pexp (i for dtk.r·), a= 1, ... ,4d
2 
-1 

The componenh :i:.,(r) a.re the Lagrange multiplier■ in eq.(2.1). The integr&tion ia performed 
over all p&th1 in the k-ap&ce. At D = 3 (or d = 1) the dimen1ional extenaion i ■ unnece11uy aince 

1Jlence(orlb eq1.(I.X.Y) and (11.X.Y) 1hould be undmlood u equallon (X.Y) or re(1.(I] and [l], re■pecllvely. 
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the dimension of the au(2) Lie algebra coincides with the space-time dimension. Moreover, the 
relation analogous to (2.1): • 

Mn(:i:] = / V:i:n+i Mn+1(:i:] (2.2) 

allows us to resirii:t further consideration to the case of odd values of D. Thus we will determine 
the spinor functional M 24(:i:] and then;using eqs.(2.1) and (2.2) one will be able to find Mn(:i:] 
for odd and even D. · 

We define M 2,[:i:] as the following limit: · 

M 24{:i:] = lim M 2d(z(NT))• .. M 24(:z:(2T))M 24(:z:(T)), T = T/N (2.3a) 
N-oo 

where 
M 24(:z:(t)) = / ,r.P-tkexp(-ik.z.(t) + ik.f"T), z.(t) = :i:.(t)T (2.3b) 

The integrand of M 24(:z:(t)) is an element of the SU(2d) group. To deal with it, the well-known 
properties of the au(2d) Lie algebra ?J,re formulated in sect.2.1. 

2.1. su(N) Lie algebra for SU(N) group (3) 

Traceless, unitary and unimodular matrices of order N form the SU(N) group. The dimension of 
this group is equal to 

dim(SU(N)) = N 1 
- 1 

It is well-known that in the au(N) Lie algebr& corresponding to the SU(N) group the orthogonal 
Cartan-Wey} buis consisting of operators { H;, E.,} may be chosen: , 

Tr(H;,H;) = .i,;, Tr(E .. ,E,,) = .ia,-/J, Tr(H;,E.,) = 0 

and the following commui&tion relations are fulfilled: 

(H;,H;] = O, i,j = 1, ... ,N -1 
(H,, E .. ) = a; E .. 
(E.,, E,,] = N,.fJE .. +fJ ifa + ,8 E ~ or O if a+ ,8 ¢ ~ 
(E .. , E_.,J = ai H; ·. 

(2.4) 

The abelian · subalgebr& of au( N) gener&ted by the operators H, is called the Cartan aubalgebro 1i 
and its dimension is the rank of the algebra: 

dim(1i) = rank(au(N)) = N - 1 

The real V&riables ai are collected to form vector a = (a1 , a2, ... , aN-t) in the space RN-1, called 
the rool. The operator E .. corresponding to the root a is referred to u the alep operator. The 
set of all ro.ots of au(N) is denoted by~= {a}. ~ is a root ayalem and it consists of N(N - 1) 
roots. To describe the explicit form of the root 1ystem, one introduces the orthonormal basis in 
the space RN: · · 

(e,,e;)=.i;;, (e;)A=5,A, i,A=l,2, ... ,N 

The root system ~ of the au( N) Lie algebra is the set of the following vectors: 

aE~, a=e,-e;, itj,i,j=l,2, ... ,N 

~::-:=····· 3 .. --~~:-~.~I 
'~5il .,_ ._, ... f .. wlill.1 • 

~ •. '' ' . . . . .,,,.u,.~ 
, '· • • • • • .. t.L_.. iUS'li/1.ti! 

:~~~~lr11~ ~\:~~~.!!ii ___ • 
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that lie in the ( N - 1 )-dimensional subspace orthogonal to vector e: 

N 

e=I:e,,· (a,e)=O, aE~ 
i=l 

The root system ~ possesses the important symmetry property: it is invariant under transforma
tions of the Weyl group. A more detailed definition of this group· will be give11 below. 

In the root system ~ the subset d consisting of (N - I) roots called simple roots ·mar, be 
·chosen: 

d = {a,!a, = e,- e,+1, i = 1,2, ... ,N-1} 

the use of which enables one to represent an arbitrary root a E ~ as: 

N 

a= I: a,n;, where (n, ~ 0 Vi) or (n; :SO "vi) 
i=l 

The sets of roots ~ + and ~ _ 

~+={a=e;-e;, i<j}, ~-={a=e,-e;, i>j} 

are called systems of positive and negative roots, respectively, and they are denoted by: 

a > 0 if a E ~+ or a < 0 if a E ~-

The step operators entering into eq.(2.4) may be chosen in the form: 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(Ea)AB = 6u6;B, if a= e, - e; (2. 7) 

Once the definitions are given, we set N = 2d in all the above relations and consider an arbitrary 
element (kaf") of the su(2d) Lie algebra appearing in eq.(2.1). 

2,2; The Weyl group as a gauge group 

Let k0 be some (4d2 - 1)-dimensional vector. Then a powerful theorem of Lie algebra states 
that,an element k.r• of su(2d) may be obtained by the gauge transformation from the Cartan 
sub~gebra: 

k.r" = D(z)(y, H)D-1(z) (2.8a) 

where (y, H) = ~f;!11 y,H; is an element of the Cartan subalgebra 1i and y is some vector in the 
space R 2"-1 • The unitary matrix D(z) is given by: 

D(z) = exp (I:(zaEa - z0 E_ 0 )) , Za = z; (2.8b) 
a>O . 

where the sum runs over all positive roots defined i_n (2:6), z0 are complex variables whose number 
(d(2d - 1)) is equal to half of the number of step operators. The special case of eq.(2.8a) for the 
SU(2) group was used early in eq.(l.3.16) .. 

Eq.(2.8) relates 4d2 - 1 variables k0 to 2d'- 1 variables y; ·and d(2d - I) complex variables z0 • 

This fact is expressed as: 
· k0 = k0 (y, Za) (2.9) 

As only y and z0 are known, the vector k. is determined unambiguously from eq.(2.8a). But the 
reverse statement is wrong. There is the gauge ambiguity in the solutions of equations y =,y(k.), 
Za = z0 (k 0 ) and the corresponding gauge group is the Wey! group. 
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2.2.1. Definition of the Weyl group 

To prove the above statement, we rewrite eq.(2.8a): 

k.r" = (D(z)U)(U-1(y,H)U)(D(z)U)-1 

where U is a unitary matrix of order 2d. Let it be chosen-as: 

J = S11 = exp G<E11 - E~11)) 

It follows from commutation relations (2.4) that 

S/(y,H)S11 = (uh), H), D(z)S11 = D(z,11) exp(i(4>,H)) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

where variables z,11 and the (2d-1)-dimensional vector 4> both depend on z01 y and {3. The linear 
operator u11 (-) is defined for an arbitrary·vector y and root /3 as 

u11(Y) = y - 2iy,/3) 
(/3, /3) 

(2.12) 

It has a simple geometric meaning, Acting on vector y operator u11 (y) reflects it in the hyperplane 
orthogonal to root {3. After substitution of eqs.(2.10) and (2.11) we have 

k.r~ = D(z,11)(u11(Y), H)D-1(;,11) (2.13) 

for an arbitra.ry root j3. Comparing eqs.(2.8a) and (2.13) one concludes that dependence (2.9) is 
invariant under ducrete transformations of-variables y and z0 : 

k0 = k0 (y,z0 ) = k0 (u11(Y),(za,11)) 1 a,/3 E ~ (2.14) 

These transformations form a finite group known as the Weyl group W {3). Operator u0 (·) is called 
the Wey_l reflection. The number of gauge invariant relations (2.14) is equal to the dimension of 
the Weyl group and for the su(2d) Lie algebra it is 

dim(W) = 2d - 1 

Therefore for eq.(2.8a) to have a unique solution, the gauge condition for the Wey! group must be 
fixed. · 

2.2.2. Gauge fixing for the Weyl group 

To determine the allowed form of the gauge condition, let us consider the action of the Wey! group 
on an arbitrary vector yin the root space R 24

-
1

: 

W : y -+ y' = u0 (y) 1 a E ~ 

It is convenient to decompose vector y over the basis in the space R 
2
": 

2d 

y = I:e,y, 
i=l 

5 
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where Yi are coordinates of the vector. The vector y lies in .the subspace orthogonal to vector 
E:11 ei and therefore the coordinates are restricted by the condition: 

24 24 
(y,Ee,)=Ey,=o (2.17) 

i=l i:;;:.l 

Since u0 (y) is a linear operator, it is sufficient to find its action on the basis vectors ei. For root 
a = e; - e; E <li and basis vector ek one gets: . 

{ 

e; ' 
Ua(ek) = e; 

ek 

if k = i 
if k =i 
ifk'li,j 

that is, the Wey! reflection acting on the basis interchanges vectors e; and e;. As a consequence, 
for an arbitrary vector y operator u0 (y) permutes coordinates Yi and Yf 

D"a(Yi, ···,Yi,··· tY;,-- .. ,Y2t1) = (Y1, · · · ,Y;, --··,Yi,· .. ,Y2d), a= e, - e; (2.18) 

Thus the Weyl group acts on the components of vector y as the permutation group. 
It follows from eq.(2:18) that the root space R 24- 1 is split into nonoverlapping regions called 

the Weyl chambers C; under the action of the Wey! group [3]. The Wey! chamber for the su(2d) 
Lie algebra is defined by the set of conditions: (y; ~ Y;) or (y; :5 Y;), (i,j = 1, 2, ... , 2d) and two 
neighboring chambers have a common boundary. Their number is C!qual to (2d)! and 

R24-1 = C1 (J C2 u ... u C(2d)! (2.19) 

Let vector y lie in a Wey! chamber C;. Then the Wey! reflection u 0 (y) sends it from one 
Weyl chamber to another. It is essential that for any two Weyl chambers C; and C; the gauge 
transformation 

y EC;, y' ":' ua(Y) EC; 

is unique (3] unless vector y belongs to the boundary of the• Wey! chamber. Hence, the gauge 
invariance of eqs.(2.14) and (2.15) may be fixed demanding vector y to lie within the Weyl cham
ber: 

YE C1 (2.20a) 

Let C1 be the fundamental Wey/ chamber in the last relation. Then the gauge condition (2.20) is, 
in fact, the definition of the fundamental Wey! chamber [3]: 

(y,a;) ~ 0, a; El!.. (2.20b) 

or 

Y1 ~ Y2 ~ · · · ~ Y24 = -Yi - Y2 - · · · - Y24-t (2.20c) 

where a; are simple roots defined in eq.(2.5). With this choice of the gauge condition, vector y 
belong to its own Wey! chamber in each of the gauge-equivalent sets (2.14). 

Nevertheless, there are problems with gauge (2.20). Condition (2.20) does not fix the gauge 
at the boundary of the fundamental Wey! chamber: 

(y,a;) = 0 or y; = Yi+t (2.21a) 
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because in that case vector y is invariant undJr transformations 

. • W : Y '-+ j/ = Ua,(Y) = Y (2.21b) 

and therefore there is a residual gauge ambiguity in eqs.(2.14) and (2.15) analogous to the Gribov 
copies [4}. To overcome the problem, one has to examine the action of the Wey! group on variables 
z0 defined in eq.(2.8b) and then fix the gauge at the boundary of the fundamental Weyl !=hamber 
by imposing additional constraints on the variables z0 .:This program will be completed in ref.(2). 

For the special case D = 3 one easily derives from eq.(2.20) that the gauge condition is: 

Yt ~ Yi = -Yi or Yt ~ 0 (2.22) 

and it is really fulfilled in eq.(I.2.3) due to the positive definiteness of the radial part of the vector. 

2.3. Decomposition over the projection operators 

In the previo~s section an arbitrary element of the su(2d) Lie algebra was decomposed, in eq.(2.8), 
in the Cartan-Wey! basis and the condition was found under which it is unique. At the same time 
ra·, H;, E0 · are matrices of order 2d that act in the space of the fundamental representation of ihe · 
SU(2d) group with dimen~ion 2d called the minimal fundamental representation. 

2.3.1. Minimal fundamental representation[3] 

There exists a highest weight state in the representation space defined as: 

H; Pi}= (A1); [Ai), EaP1} = 0, Va > 0 

where A1 is a vector in the root space called the highest weight, In our case the highest _weight is a 
fundamental weight, that is the one obeying the equation: 2(A1,a;)/(a;, a;)= 51,: The basis in the 
representation space consists of the highest weight state [A1} and states [A;} = E_0 E_p · · · E_..,[Ai} 
obtained from fA1} under the action of step operato~s corresponding to the negative roots: 

fA2) = E-a, [A1}., [A3} = E-a,E-a, [A1),; .. '[A24} = E-a, ... E_;,,,,_, [A1} (2.23) 

~here a, E l!.. are simple roots. All ~ectors JA) are simitltaneously the eigenstates of operators 
from the Cartan subalgebra: 

Hij,} = A;[A;}, i = 1,2, ... ,2d (2.24) 

with vectors A; called weights. For the minimal fundamental representation weights Ai are related 
to one another by equations: A; = A,_1 - a; and they may be represented as: 

1 24 
A; = e; -

2
d ~ e; (2.25) 

J=l 

where {e;} is the basis in the space R24• Weights A;, (i = 1, ... ,2d) have the following properties: 
2d 

(A;, Le;)= 0, 
j=l 

1 
{A;,A;) = (A;,e;) = 5;;-;- 2d 

One concludes from eq.(2.24) that operators from the Cartan_ subalgebra may be_decomposed as: 
24 

H = LA; [i}(il 
i=l 

where Ii} "= [A;}. 
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2.3.2. Decomposition of the spinor functional 

After substitution of the last relation into eq.(2.Sa) with the use of eqs.(2.16) and (2.25) we get: 

2d 

where states 

k.r = . L(Y, ~i)D(z)ji)(ijD-1(z) 
i:;::;l 

2d 
LYil'.(z) 
i=l 
2d 
LYili, z){i, zJ 
i=l 

li,z) = D(z)li), i = 1,2, ... ;2d 

and projection operators onto these states P;(z) = ji, z)(i, zj 

P;(z)P;(z) = 5i;l'.(z) 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

are introduced. It follows from eq.(2.26) that Ji, z) is the eigenstate of operator k.r• corresponding 
to an eigenvalue equal to the coordinate of vector Yi: 

(k.r·)li,z} = Yili,z) 

In all the above equations we denoted through (z) the dependence of the corresponding quantities 
on the variables (z0 , z0 ) entering into eq.(2.Sb). · 

Using eq.(2.26) one finds the relation between variables k. and (y, z
0

): 

1 2d .. 
k = - Ey-e<•l(z) 
·" 2d i=l •• (2.29) 

where the orthogonality condition for r• matrices: Tr(r•r6) = 2d5"" is taken into account and 
the following notation is introduced: 

eiil(z) = {i,zJr•1i,z) = Tr(.P;(z)r•) (2.30) 

where i = 1, ... , 2d and a= 1, ... ,4d-l. The functions el•l(z) thus defined possess the properties: 

2d 
' Eeiil(z)=Trr.=o 

i=l 

4d2-1 
L e~l(z)e~l(z) = 2d5'; - 1 
a=l 

P (e!il(z)) = 
2
1
d (1 + ei'l(z)r4) = .P;(z) 

(2.31a) 

(2.31b) 

(2.31c) 

where for an arbitrary vector k. we denote:· P(k.) = It~{•. To prove the last two relations, the 
Fierz identity (11.A.5) is used. 

We conclude from eq.(2.29) "that the dependence of k. on the variables (z
0

, z
0

) is contained 
entirely in functions el•l(z) and, hence, the number of independent components of ei•>(z) is equal 
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to the number of step operators: 2d(2d - 1). A part of constraints on el•l(z) are expressed 
in eqs.(2.31) but the remaining ones may be easily found after substitution of eq.(2.3lc) into 
orthogonality conditions (2.28) of projection operators. The variables Yi involved in eq.(2.29) are 
restricted by eq.(2.17) and the gauge condition (2.20). 

For the speciai"case·D = 3 we get'from eqs.(2.22) and (2.31a) 

1 
k. = 2(y1ei1>(z) + Y2el,2l(z)) = Y1ei1>(z), Y1 2! 0 (2.32) 

and this expression is, in fact, the decomposition of vector into radial and angular parts. 
The substitution of expression (2.26) for vector k. in terms of variables y and el•l(z) into 

eq.(2.3b) yields: 

M24(z) 
. ( i 2d _ ) 2d . 

/ d4d2-
1kexp - 2d tryiei'>(z)z. ~ P;(z)e'~jT 

2d · ( • 2d ) "£/ d4~-1kexp - •d~y,eiil(z)z.+iy;T P(eW(z)) 
J=l 2 •=1 

(2.33) 

where eqs.(2.28) and (2.31c) are used. We recall that variables Y; and ei'1(z) are functions of k. 
whose explicit form may be found by solving eq.(2.Sa) with the additional gauge condition (2.20). 

2.4. Gauge invariance or the spinor functional 

At D = 3 we find from eq.(2.3la) that ei1l(z) = -el,2l(z) and after substitution of eq.(2.32) into_ 
eq.(2.33) the resulting apinor functional coincides with eq.(l.2.3) obtained earlier. The integrand of 
(1.2.3) contains only one projection operator, and it was the property that enabled us to calculate 
the infinite product of factors in eq.(1.3.8). 

For D 2: 4 we have the old problem stressed in sect.3.2 of ref.(lj:. there is a sum of projection 
operators in the integrand of eq.(2.33) that does not allow us to· calculate the infinite product 
(2.3a). Jn·thia section it will be demonstrated that there is a simple relation between the projection 
operators P(eCil(z)) in eq.(2.33) that enables us to transform the spinor functional to the desired 
form when the integrand contains only one projection operator. · 

This relation is based on the gauge invariance of vector k. and spinor functional M 24( z) under 
transformations of the Weyl group. · 

With the use of eqs.(2.14) and (2.29) the action of the Wey! group on the vector k. may be 
represented as: 

12d. 1 2d .· 
k. = 

2
d ~y,el,•l(z) = 

2
d ~(a-0 (y), e,)e~l(z,0 ) 

•=1 •=1 

(2.34) 

This relation is fulfilled for arbitrary values y and a. Therefore assuming a = Ci - e; and with 
eq.(2.18) one compares coefficients of variables Yi and finds the relations between the functions 
~~ --

e~>(z) = e~>(z,0 ), e~1(z) = e~>(z,0 ), ei•>(z) = ei•>(z,0 ), k ,f. i,j 

In particular, for a = e1 - e; we have 

ei"l(z) = el,1l(z,i), i 2: 2 (2.35) 
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where ~;. = z,a;e,-•;• It is evident that the projection operators P(e<•>(z)) satisfy analogous 
relations. Thus the expression for the spinor functional is: 

24 ( i 2d , ) 
M2d(:i:) = fi / d

4
"'-

1
kexp - 2d t:Yi e~1(z):i:4 + iy;r P(eC1l(z,;)) (2.36) 

where e!1l(z,1) = eC1>(z). 
, Let us express the integration measure over momenta d4d'-l k in terms of the variables y, Za 

and z0 • Since the fun<:tions y = y(ka),' Za = z0 (ka) and Za- = z0 (ka) may be found by solving 
eq.(2.8a) under gauge condition (2.20), the general structure of the measure is: 

d4"'-1k = dµ(y,z) IT B((y,a,)) (2.37). 
a1E4. 

where a; are simple roots defined in eq.(2.5) and 8-func~ions take into account the gauge condition. 
The explicit form of,the measure dµ(y,z) will be derived in sect.2.7 but now it is sufficient to 
establish some properties of dµ(y, z).' 

The spinor functional is a gauge invariant quantity and it does not depend on the explicit form 
of the gauge condition. Hence the measure, dµ(y, z) is unchanged under transformations (2.34) of 
the Wey! group: 

W: dµ(y, z) = dµ(ua(Y), (z,
0
}) (2.38) 

for an arbitrary root a. With this property and exp.ression (2.37) the spinor functional (2.36) is 
given by: 

' 2d , ,' ( · 2d ) 
M24(:i:) = fi/ dJL(y,z) ag/((y,a,))exp -;dtty;ei•>(z):i:a+iy;r P(~(1l(z'.;)) 

2d 
E / dµ(u;(Y), ,(z,;)) II B((y, a;)) 
j=l " OiE4. . 

( 
. u ) ' 

x exp -;d t:y;ei•l(z):i:a +i(u;(Y), e1)r P(e<1>(z,;)) (2.39a) 

where 

o-;(Y) = { O"a;e,-e;(Y) , ~ 2: 2 
y • 1=1 

(2.39b) 

and the identity Y; = (u;(y), e1) is used. Let us perform the inverse Weyl transformation: 

w-:1
: (u;(Y), z,;)-+ (y,z) 

in the j-th item of the sum and take into account the gauge invariance (2.34) of vector k
4 

to 
derive, with the use of equality 0-0 0-0 = 1, the following relation: 

( 
i 24 . ) 2d 

M2d{:i:)= / dµ(y,z)exp - 2d~y;e~>(z):i:a+i(y,e1)r P(e<1>(z))fi
0

g/((u;(y),a,)) (2.40) 

Comparing eqs.(2.36) and (2.40) one concludes that it is the gauge invariance of the spinor func
tional that enables us to get rid of the sum of projection operators in the integrand of (2.36). The 

1,0 
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/ 
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final expression (2.40) for the spinor functional contains only one projection operator onto state 
11, z) , defined in eq.(2.27) and the sum of the products of 8-functions is really the sum over gauge 
conditions. Indeed, the.sum may be rewritten as: 

2d 2d 

E II B((u;(Y),a,)) = I: II 'B((y,u;(a,))) (2.41) 
j=l OiE-6. j=l a,eA 

The first item at j = 1 is the definition of the gauge condition (2.20) that restricts vector y to 
belong to the fundamental Weyl chamber C1, defined in eq.(2.20b). At j 2: 2 vector y lies in the 
region of the space R 24- 1, formed by (2d - 1) Weyl chambers C; obtained from the fundamental 
Weyl chamber under reflection transformations 0-0 , (a= e1 - e;). Thus eq.(2.41) determines the 
following region: 

0 = C1 U C2 U C3 U · · · U C2d 

where the Weyl chamber C; is defined as: 

C;: (y,u;(a,)) 2: O, a, EA 

or with the use of eqs.(2.18) and (2.39b): 

C1 : Y1 2: Y2 2: • · · 2: Yi 2: · · · 2: Y2d 
C;: Y; 2: Y2 2: · · · 2: Y1 2: · · · 2: Y2d, j 2: 2 

(2.42) 

{2.43a) 

(2.43b) 

and Y2d = -y1 - Y2 - • • · - Y2d-l• We note that region O does not coincide with the space R 24- 1 

formed by (2d)! Weyl chambers (2.19). However at D = 3 the region O is the unification of the 
two Weyl chambers: , 

0 = C1 UC2 = (Y1 2: Y2 = -y1) U (Y2 2: Y1 = -y2) 

and vector y = (yi, Y2) can take any value in that case. 
Thus we derive the following expressionfor the spinor functional: 

M2d(:i:) = / dµ(y,z)exp (-
2
~ f y,ei•l(z):i:4 + iyr~) P(eC1l(,z)) B(y E 0) 

( 

· 2d ) 
= fdµ(y,z)exp -'dEy,ei•l(z):i:a+iY1T 11,z)(l,z[ (2.44) 

lo 2 i;t ' 

After its substitution into eq.(2.3a) the infinite, product of matri~es occurring in eq.(l.3.4) is 
replaced by the scalar products: 

fl, z(T))(l, z(O)l ,Ji~.,. fi (1, z(i~)ll, z((i - l)~)) (2.45) 

where index i numbers different factors in eq.(2.3a). 
The only undetennined quantities involved in expression (2.44) are the state 11, z) and inte

gration measure dµ(y, z) defined in eqs.(2.27) and (2.37), respectively. In the next section the 
properties of the state I 1, z) are studied and the integration measure will be calculated in sect.2. 7. 
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2.5. The coherent states for the SU(2d)' group 

We recall the definition of the state Ji, z} : 

li,z) = D(z)li), i = 1, 2, ... , 2d · 

where the.unitary matrix D(z) is: 

D(z) ~ exp (f.,(z.,Ea - z .. K .. a)), _ %0 =z: 

(2.46a) 

_ (2.46b) 

and Ii) is an.~igenst~te of operators from the Cartan subalgebra corresponding to the weight h 
For i = 1, 2, .. _., 2d the states Ji, z) form an orthonor~al basis· in the representation space: 

(i, zlj, z) = 5;; (2.46c) 

For a fixed i the state Ji, z) is known as a ~oherent state for the group G = SU(2d) [5). For 
different values of i the states Ji, z) form 2d systems of coherent states. It is well-known {5) that 
all properties of these 11tates depend on the structure of the stationary subgroup of the reference 
state Ii) . 

2.5.1. Stationary subgroup 

The stationary subgroup of any weight vector Ii) contains the Cartan subgroup U(l)0U(l) · · · U(l) 
(here U(l) enters (2d - 1)-times): 

1{: D(z) -+ D(z)exp(i(~,H)) 

Ji,~) -+ Ii, z) exp( i( ~ • .\;)) · (2.47) 

Besides, the minimal fundamental representation of the SU(2d) group is degenerate: the highest 
weight .\1 , defined in eq.(2.25) is orthogonal to some _of the roots and therefore the stationary 
subgroup is larger {5). For each of the. weight vectors the stationary subgroup is H = U(2d - 1). 
To prove this, one uses eq.(2.25) and notes that: 

p;,a) = 0 for a= e• - e;, k,j 'Ii {2.48) 

The roots a, satisfying this equation lie in the subspace R2"-2 orth~go~al to vectors e; and E:~1 e;. 
Then it follows from commutation relations (2.4) and eq.(2.48) that 

( a, H) Ea Ji) = 2Ea Ii) 

At the same time eq.(2.24) implies that the eigenvalues of operator (a, H) are (a,.\;) = ±1 and 
hence Eali) is a null-vector: 

Eali} = E-ali) = 0 for a= el - e;, k,j 'Ii (2.49) 

Thus the stationary subgroup of the weight vector Ii) is generated by {2d- 1) operators from the 
Cartan subalgebra and (2d - 1 )(2d - 2) step operators {2.49) and therefore H is 

H = U(l)@ SU(2d - 1) = U(2d - 1) 
As a result, each coherent state is characterized by a point of the coset space [5) 

G/ H = SU(2d)/U(2d- 1)"" CP24
-

1 

where the complex projecti~e space CP24- 1 is obtained from the.sphere 5 44
-

1 = {Et~11 lz.ii = 1} 
by identifying the ,points: z ~ ei"z [6). To find the explicit form of the coherent states, we 
introduce the harmonic coordinates on the space SU(2d)/U(2d - 1). 
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2.5.2. Harmonic coordinates on the space SU(2d)/U(2d - 1)(7] 

The harmonic coordinates u;;) on the space SU(2d)/U(2d-1) are defined as the following matrix 
elements: 

u)')(z) = {jJi, z) = {jJD(z)Ji) ~ {jj exp (E(zaEa - ZaE-a)) Ji) 
a>O 

Really the harmonics u)') are the weights of the expansion of the coherent state Ji, z) in the basis 
of the weight vectors: 

2d 

li,z) = Eu);)(z)li) (2.50) 
j:1 

Using the unitarity and unimodularity properties of the matrix D(z) one gets relations for har
monics u(i) and u<iJ == (uCil)•: 

or 

1) Unitarity: D(z)D1(z) = D1(z)D(z) = 1 

• 2d 

E u}i)(z)ul'l(z) = S;k 
i=l 
2d 

E uY1(z)u)k)(z) = l?k 
i=l 

2) Unimodularity: det D(z) = 1 

i•i, ... ,,. ul:> ul:1 ... · uf:;> = 1 

• u[:;> = i•i, ... ;,. u):>u[:> ... u[:;_:-,1) 

(2.51) 

(2.52) 

The last equation relates the components of harmonic u<24l to the components of other harmonics. 
For fixed i the harmonic u(i)(z) is the row consisting of 2d elements that can be chosen as: 

( 
(;) 

Z1 
(;J 

u<;l(z) = N; z; ) , 

(;J 
Zz4 

z['l = 1 

where zJiJ are complex variables and N; is a normalization factor: 

N,N; = (1 + E zJi1zJil)-l = (1 + zCilz(i)r 1 

#i 

According to eqs.(2.53) and (2.50) the complex variables 

z(i) = (z\;J, z~•>, ... , zJ~i, zfJ1 , ••• , z~1) 

(2.53a) 

(2.53b) 

are local coordinates of the point z(i) on the manifold SU(2d)/U(2d - 1) corresponding to the 
coherent state Ii, z) . Each,system of coherent states is characterized by its own points z(•) whose 
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coordinates z}•J are not independent. The relations (2.51), (2.52) put severe restrictions on z}•) 

and the number of the independent components z}•l is equal to the number (2d(2d- l)) of roots: 

z}•J = z}'l(za, Za) 

The harmonic coordinates· z}•l are very useful to study the properties of coherent states. 

2,5,3, The properties of coherent states[5} · 

Let us consider the action of the group on coherent states. For G to be an arbitrary element of 
the minimal fundamental representation of the SU(2d) group, the state 

G : Gli, z) = Ii, za)ei¢{G,,) 

is the coherent state of the same system. After substitution of eqs.(2.50) and (2.53) into this 
relation one finds that the group acts on the space SU(2d)/U(2d - 1) a.s a group of projective 

transformations: 

G: 
(i) 

Ga, +GafJZ(J • 
') ( (i)) - (i) z<• -+ zc a - G,; + G,fJZfJ 

z<•J E SU(2d)/U(2d - 1) (2.54) 

It is well-known that the space SU(2d)/U(2d - 1) is a Kahler manifold. This means that it is a 
complex manifold and there exists a lliemann metric on it that can be written in terms of the 
local coordinates z; = z}'l, j '# i a.s follows: · 

., 82 F(z,z) 
ds2 = g''(z,z)dz,dz;, g''(z,z) "." 8z,8z; (2.55a) 

where the function 

( 
2J-1 ) 

F(z,z) = log 1 + ~ z;z; = log(l + zz) 
•=1 

(2.55b) 

is the Kahler potential. Metric (2.55a) is invariant under transformations (2.54) of SU(2d) since . ' 
G: F(zl•l,z!•l)-+ F(zg>,zg>) = F(zl•>,z<•>)-log(G;; + G,;z}'>)-log(G;; + G,;z}'J) 

The G-invariant mea.sure on the manifold SU(2d)/U(2d - 1) normalized by the condition 

1 = J dµ 0 ( z) ha.s the form': 

2
"-

1 dz· dz· 1 
dµ0(z) = (2d- l)! ;g ;ri • (1 + zz)2" 

(2.56) 

and 
G: dµ 0(z)-+ dµo(zc) = dµo(z) 

Moreover, the closed G-invariant 2-form m~y be built on the manifold SU(2d)/U(2d - 1): 

( ) .82F(z,z) d d dB( ) wz,z =2, 
8 8

_ z,11 z;= z,z 
Zi z; 

(2.57) 
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where 
2J-1 ( 8 . 8 ) ' 

e(z,z) = i L dz;a-. - dz;-8 ·. F(z,z) 
i::l Zi. z, 

and the sign /I denotes the exterior product ( dz; I\ dz; = -dz; I\ dz;). 
Now we briefly formulate the main properties of the coherent states li,z) , (i = 1,2, ... 1 2d). 
1. The coherent states are not orthogonal to each other and according to eqs.(2.50) and (2.53): 

. . 1 + zi•l z~•l 
(1, z1li, z2) = . . . 112 

((1 + z~•lzf'1)(1 + z~•>zt>)) 

In the infinitesimal form this relation. reduces to 

(i, z + dzli, z) 
1 az<•>z<•J - z<•>dz(•l 

1 + 2 1 + z(•)z(•l 

1 - iO( z<•l, z<•l) 
,, 

where the 1-form 8 was defined in eq.(2:57) and zdz. = I:~1 z;dz, . . 
2. There is the completeness relation: 

2d j dµo(z<•l) Ii, z){i, zl = 1 

where dµ0 (z<•>) is G-invariant measure (2.56) on the manifold SU(2d)/U(2d - 1). 

(2.58) 

(2.59) 

3. The coherent states from different systems are related to one another by the transformations 
of the Weyl group: 

[i,z) = li,z,a)e'(~.~;J, a E <I1 (2.60) 

where variables z,., are defined in eq.(2.11) and</> is a vector in the space R24- 1. Indeed, due to 
eq.(2.23) the weight vector [i) may- be represented as 

Ii)= Ea[j) = exp G(Ea - Ka) Ii)= Sali) 

where a= e; - e;. Hence, one concludes with the use of eqs.(2.11) and (2.27) ·that 

li,z) = D(z)Sali) = D(z,a)exp(i(</>,H))lj) = li,z,a}exp(i(</>,~;)) 

We note also that the validity of relation (2.60) follows from eqs.(2.35) .and (2.30). 

2.6. One-dimensional Wess-Zumino term 

Let us apply the properties of the coherent states to calculate the limit of. the infinite product 
(2.45) (t = T/N) 

N 

11, z(T)){l, z(0)I Ji .. ~!JI (1, z(it)ll, z((i - l)t)) 
•=1 

11,;(T)){l, z(O)le~p (- f dt(l'. z(t)lftll, z(t))) 

= 11,z(T)){l,z(0)lexp (-~<I1(C)) (2.61) 
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that appears after substitution of eq.(2.44) into the definition of the spinor functional (2.3a). We 
get from eqs.(2.46a),(2.50) and (2.59) 

~(C) 
' T d 

-2i J. dt {llD-1(z)dtD(z)ll) 
T ' ' d ' 

-2iJ. dtu<1>(z)-u<1>(z) 
o dt 

!.'r .h - zz 
i dt--

o 1 + zz 

j o(z,z) 

(2.62a) 

(2.62b) 

(2.62c) 

(2.62d) 

where z = (z~1), z~1>, ... , z~~)) is a point ofthe complex projective space CP24
-

1
• The points z(t), 

t E (0, Tj form a curve on the complex projective space denoted by C in eqs.(2.61) and (2.62). 
Eqs.(2.62) coincide with the definition of the one-dimensional Wess-Zumino term (8,9] whose 

special case at D = 3 was obtained in eq.(l.3.22). 
Let us examine the transformation properties of the spin factor ~(C) under the action of group 

G = SU{2d) on the space CP24- 1 defined in eqs.(2.47) and (2.54). One finds from eq.(2.62a) that 
~(C) changes as 

and 

1t: 

G: D(z) GD(z) 

D(z)'_, 

~(C) 

~(C) ' ~(C)' = ~(C) 

· D(z)exp(i(,p,H)) 
• T d 

~(C)' = ~(O) + 2 /. dtdt(,p(t),A1) 

= ~(C) + 2(4>(TP1)- 2(,/>(0), Ai} 

, (2.63) 

(2.64) 

Thus the spin factor is changed under the action of the stationary subgroup. Analogously to 
eq.(1.3.23) this property leads to the quantization condition of the spin. of fermions. To prove it, 
one transforms eq.(2.61) with the use of eqs.(2.3lc} and (2.58) as 

11, z(T)}{l, z(T)ll, z(O)}{~, z(0)I exp (-~~(c)) (<1, z(T)ll, z(O)) f 1 

= p ( e<1>(z(T))) P ( e<1>(z(o))) exp (-~~(C)) 1(1, z(T)ll, z(0))i-
1 

= 4~ ( 1 + e~1l(z(T))I"') ( 1 + e~1l(z(o))r') exp (-~~(c)) 1(1, z(0}ll, z(T)W
1 

where 
_ . 1 + z(1l(T)z(1l(o) 

~(C) = ~(C) + ,log 1 + z(1l(0)z(1l(T) 

Now C is a closed curve on the space CP24
-

1 

C = {z(T), TE (0, l]; z(0) = z(l)} 
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Under the gauge transformations (2.64) the spin factor ~(C) changes to . . 
1t: ~(C)-,~(G)' = ~(O)+2(,p(l),A1}-2(,/>(0),Ai) 

= .~(C) + 41rk, k E Z 

since for closed paths eq.{2.47) implies 

exp (i(,/>(l),A~)) =exp (i(,p(O),A1)) 

Therefore the phase exponential of the actlon exp(-iJ~(G)) is nonmanifestly gauge invariant 
provided that the quantization condition 

2J e z (2.65) 

is fulfilled. lndeedeq.(2.61) implies that the spin J of the Dirac fermions is one half, J = ½-

2.7. Integration measure in terms of harmonic coordinates 

To complete the calculation.of the spinor functional {2.44), one has to determine the integration 
measure dµ(y, z ), defined in eq.(2.37). The measure dµ and vector k,. depend on the variables y 
and z~, z,.. It turns out to be more useful to replace the variables z,., z,. by the variables z};J, zY>, 
it, j introduced in sect.2.5.2.To calculate the measure dµ(y, z) in terms of variables z};l, we try 
to represent the metric in the space R 4d'-t in the form · 

da2 = 
2
1
d Tr(dk.f")2 =-gA8 JeAdeB, A,B = 1, 2, ... ,4d2 

- 1 (2.66) 

where !A = {A(Y, z};J) are independent curved coordinates and gAB is the metric in these coordi
nates. Then the integration measure is expressed as , 

44'-l 

J4d'-1 k = 9112 n cieA 
A~I 

where g = det l9ABI• 
After substitution of (2.8a) into eq.(2.66) one gets: 

da2 = 
2
~ {Tr(dy,H)2 ~ Tr(iD-1(z)dD(z),(y,H)] 2

) 

The Hermitian matrix iD-1(z)dD(z) is an element of the au(2d) Lie algebra and it may be 
decomposed in the Cartan-Wey} basis as 

w-1(z)dD(z) = E(d{,.E,. + d[,.E_,.) + (cl(, H) 
o>O 

With the last relation we have: 

da_2 = 
2
~ ((d~,dy) + 2 I;(a,y)Je,. d( .. ) 

a>O 
(2.67) 
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Comparing eqs.(2.66) and (2.67) one concludes \hat the curved coordinates ar~: 

{A= (y,{,.,(,.), a> 0 

The metric gAB has a block structure in these coordinates and the integration measure is: 

d'"'-1k = const (ay II (a,y)2
) ( II d{,. d(,.) 

a>O ~>0 

_ const dµ(y) dµ( z) 

The curved coordinates{,. , (,. , (a= e, - e;) obey equations: 

d(,. 
d{,. 

Tr(iD-1(z)dD(z)E,.) = (j[iD-1(z)dD(z)li) 

Tr(iD-1(z)dD(z)E-a) = (i[iD-1(z)dD(z)rj) 

where the explicit form (2. 7) of the step operators 

E,. = li)(jl for a = e; - e; 

(2.68) 

(2.69) 

is taken.into accoun_t. Eq.(2:69) sets up the conn".ction b_etween ~~riables e ... ( .. and coordinates z}•l 
of the harmonics u<•>. Before resolving this connection, consider the properties of the integration 

. ·, 
measure. 

2.7.1. The properties of the integration measure 

There is an important.consequence of eq.(2.68): the measure dµ(y, z) is a product of the integration 
measures over variables y and z?l. The measure dµ(y) is expressed as: 

dµ(y) = dy II (a,y)2 = d2dy5 ((y, :Ee,)). TI (a,y)2
. = dy1 .''. • dy2~S(y1 + · · · + Y2d) II(Y, ~·Y;). 

a>O i=l a>O _ ii-j 

. ~~ 
where the 5-function takes into account that vector y lies'in the subspace R2

d-t orthogonal to the 
vector E]~1 e;. With eq.(2.69) we have for the measure dµ(z): 

dµ(z) = II d{,. d(,. = mijiD-1(z)dD(z)li) = II ur> du~> 
a>D i# . - . i# 

(2:11) 

It is important for us that there is a group of transformations of variables y and z}•l that 
retains measures dµ(y) and dµ( z) unchanged. First of all, the measures are invariant under 
tran,sformations of the Weyl group according to eq.(2.38). This property may be easily verified 
with the use of eqs.(2.70) and (2.71). , 

Expression (2.70) is manifestly invariant under the permutation of variables y; and Y;, and 
with eq.(2.18) this means that: 

W: dµ(y)-+ dµ(u,.(y)) = dµ(y), a= e; ~ e; (2.72a) 

The consideration of measure dµ( z) is similar: 

W: dµ(z)-+ dµ(z,,.) = II<i!S;1 iD-1(z)dD(z) Sali) = dµ(z) (2.72b) 
i# 
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since at a = e; - e; an element of the Weyl group S,. acting on the weight vectors permutes the 
states Ii) and Ii) . 

Besides the Weyl group there are two subgroups of transformations that leave the measure 
dµ(z) unchanged. The integration measure dµ(z) is invariant under the gauge transformations of 
the Cartan subgroup: 

1l: D(z) -+ D(z)exp(i(,f,(z),H)) 

dµ(z)° -+ dµ(z) (2.73) 

where ,f,(z) is an arbitrary vector in the space R2d-t, whose components depend on the variables 
(i) 

z; . We have from eq.(2.69): 

1l : d{,. -+ a{: = d{,. exp(i( </>, .\; - l;)), a= e, - e; 

and dµ(z) is invariant due to the measure being real-valued. 
The integration measure dµ(z) is invariant under the following transformations: 

0: D(z) -+ GD(z) 

dµ(z) -+ dµ(z) 

since curved coordinates {,. are uncltanged in that case. 

2. 7 .2. Preliminary calculation of the measure 

(2. 74) 

Had we had the expression for measure dµ(z) in terms of variables z}'\ the invariance property 

(2. 74) and eq.(2.54) would imply that dµ(z) as a function of z}'1 is invariant under the projective 
transformations: 

(i) 

G . C•l ( <•l) _ G,., + G,.13zfl 
, Z -+ Za a - . (i) 

G,,+G;13Z13 

dµ(zC•l) .... dµ(zg>) = dµ(z<•>), i = 1, 2, ... , 2d (2. 75) 

This is, in fact, the functional equation for dµ(z}"l). To solve it, one has to keep in mind relations 

(2.51)-(2.53) among variables 4>. If these variables are independent; the solution of eq.(2.75) 
normalized by condition 1 = J dµ(zC•l) has the form: 

24 
dµ(zC•l) = II dµ0(zC•l) (2.76) 

i:::::1 

where dµ 0 is a G-invariant measure on the manifold SU(2d)/U(2d- l), defined in eq.(2.56). After 
the resolution of constraints (2.51) ·and (2.52) the number of integration variables in eq.(2.76) is 
reduced from 4d(2d - 1) to 2d(2d - 1). The same result may be acltieved by the insertion of the 
additional 5-functions whose arguments are constraints into the right-h_and side of eq.(2. 76): 

2d-1 2d-1 

dµ(zC•l) = IT dµ 0(zC•l) IT S(u<•lu(;J) (2.77) 
i=l i¢:j=1 

There are no variables z}2
d) in eq.(2. 77) since it follows from eq.(2.52) that they are functions of 

the remaining variables z}•l, i :5 2d - 1. 
It may be verified that expression (2. 77) obeys eqs.(2. 73) and (2. 74). We will prove in the next · 

section that the integration measure is given by eq.(2. 77). 
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2.7.3. The proof of eq,(2.77) 

Let us shigle out the following factor from the general expression (2.71) for measure dµ(z): 

2d . . 
dµ1(z) = II dt,;e,-•;d{a;ei-•; (2.78) 

j=2 

The·va.ria.bles d(0 a.re found from eq.(2.69): 

d(a;••-•; = iu!;)du!1> = iN1 u~> dz~1>, a= 2,3, ... , 2d 

where eq.(2.53) is used. With. this relation one ca.n replace the integration va.ria.bles {0 , ( 0 in· 
eq.(2.78) by 41>, z~1) to obtain for measure dµ 1(z) the expression: 

2d-l 
dµ 1(z) = (N1N1)24- 1 II dzi1> dzi1l det jil~

0
)1 det Jui7ll 

o=2 

where the determinant is ta.ken from the ma.trices whose elements a.re equal to u~
0

>, a,/3;;:: 2 a.nd 

ui7 >, -,,5;;:: 2 , respectively. After simple tra.nsforma.tions one ha.s: 

det Ju~0 >1 det 1ui7 >1 = det 1u~>ui0 >1 = det I5/l6 ·- u~
1

>u~
1

>1, /3, 5 ~ 2 

24 
= 1 - E u~>u~> = N1N1 = {l + z<1>z<1>t1 

fl:2 

where eqs.(2.51) a.nd {2.53) a.re ta.ken into account. 
Thus the normalized factor dµ 1(z) entering into expression (2.71) for measure dµ(z) is given 

by: 
-2d dz!1ldz!1l 1 

dµ 1(z) = (2d - l)! !! • 2,..i • (l + z(l)z(tl)24 = dµo(z<
1
l) 

a.nd it is identical with the G-inva.ria.nt measure (2.56) on the manifold SU(2d)/U(2d - 1). 
In a.n analogous manner the factor dµ,( z) ma.y be calculated differing from eq.(2. 78) only by 

the replacement of a = e1 - e; a.nd z<1> by a = e, - e; and .z<•l, respectivd.y. We note tha.t the 
integration measure dµ(z) is not equal to the product W~11 

dµ,(z) since 

24-1 24-1 24 ( 24 ) ( 24-1 ) !! dµ,(z) = !! )li de,;dfo = J.t dfod(,; . •>i;t dfodfo (2.79) 

where d{,; = dea;e;-•; a.nd there is an extra. factor in the right-hand side of this relation. To get 
rid of it, eq.(2.79) is multiplied by 2d(2d - 1) additional 5-functions: 

24-1 ( 24-1 ) 
dµ(z) = !! dµ,(z) i>~t 5(fo-(;,)5((,; - {;,) 

To understand the meaning of 5-functions, one considers their arguments: 

d({,; - (;,) = iu<•lJu<;J + idu<•lu<;J = id ( ulilu<,1) 
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a.nd therefore 
fo - (;, = iu<•Ju(;l + con.st. 

With a.n a.rbitra.ry constant chosen equal to zero the arguments of the 5-functions coincide with 
the orthogonality condition ofha.rmonics (2.51) a.nd then for the integration measure dµ(z) we get 
expression (2. 77). 

. Now we substitute eqs.(2.70) a.nd (2.77) into eq.(2.68) to obtain the final expressio"u. for the 
integration measure d4d'-t k in terms of va.ria.ble~ y a.nd zJ•l: 

( 
24 ) 24-1 2d-1 

d4~-
1
k = const d~4y5 (y, ~e,) !}}a,y)2 !! •dµ0 (zC•l) ,;,,i;t .i(u<•lu(;l) (2.80) 

where dµ 0(z<•l) is defined in eq.(2.56). 
In the special ca.se D = 3 (or d = 1) eq.(2.80) reduces to the well-known expression for 

integration measure in terms of the ~oordinates of stereographic projection: 

• · · dzdz r?,dzdz 1 
d

3
k = const dy1 dy2 .i(Y1 + Y2HY1 -y2)

2 
(l + zz)2, = 41rdy1 1 21ri (1 + zz)2 

3. Summary 

Now we ha.ve a.11 necessary relations (2.44),(2.68) and (2.61) to evaluate the dimensiona.lly extended 
spinor functional (2.3a.) 

(
•r24. T ·) 

M2hJ=lVµ(y)Vµ(z)ll,z(T)}(l,z(O)lexp -~d- f dt:Ey,e!,•l(z)z0 +i f dty1 -.!.<l>(C) 
o .. 2 Jo i:l Jo 2 

(3.1) 
where the spinor factor <I>( C) is defined in eqs.(2.62) a.nd the integration measure is 

Ii 
Vµ(y) Vµ(z) = Jim II dµ(y(iT/N))dµ(z(iT/N)) 

N-oo. · 
•=1 . 

a.nd measures dµ(y) a.nd dµ(z) a.re given by eqs.(2.70) and (2.77). Eq.(3.1) expresses the spinor 
functional M 2d(z] as a. sum over a.11 y-pa.ths on the region O of the root space R 24- 1 a.nd all z-pa.ths 
on the space CP24- 1• At D = 3 the analogous relation (3.25a.) has been obtained where due to 
the isomorphism CP1 =,, S2 the summation is ta.ken over a.11 the paths on the sphere S2. · 

Let us examine gauge inva.ria.nt properties of the spinor functional. Note tha.t the tra.nsforma.
tion properties of.the Wess-Zumino term and integration measures wer~ found in eqs.(2.63),(2.64), 
(2.72),(2.73) and (2.74). It follows from eqs.(2.73),(2.47) a.nd (2.30) tha.t under the action of the 
stationary subgroup the integration measures a.nd functions e!,•l a.re both inva.ria.nt but the Wess
Zumino term is nonmanifestly inva.ria.nt provided tha.t the spin of fermions has quantized values 
(2.65). At the same time the integration measures a.nd the Wess-Zumino term a.re inva.ria.nt but 
function e!,il is not inva.ria.nt under action (2.63) of the group SU(2d). As a. result, the integration 
in (3.1) over complex variables simply extracts the singlet component of the integrand. 

Comparing eqs.(2.3) a.nd (3.1) we conclude tha.t a.11 _the spinor structure of the original ex
pression (2.3) for the spinor functional M 24(z] is absorbed by the one-dimensional Wess-Zumino 
term. Moreover eq.(3.1) ma.y be easily obtained from eq.(2.3) after replacement of momentum 
k0 a.nd r0 -ma.trices by expression (2.29) and the c-number functions e!,•l(z) defined in eq.(2.30), 
respectivdy, a.nd addition of the one-dimensional Wess-Zumino term into the exponent of (2.3b). 

There exists a. classical mechanics on the spa.cc CP24- 1 =< SU(2d)/U(2d- l) [6] with the action 
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being equal to the spin factor cl( C). The Poisson bracket for this mechanics is defined by the 
closed 2-form (2.57) and in terms of the local. coordinat,es z(1) it is {10] · 

.· (88 88) { }PB = 2ig·•(z z) --·---
' · · '' ' 8z; 8z; 8z; 8z; 

where z = z<1>, z = z<1) and metric g;,(z, z) is inverse to the metric defined in eq.(2.55a): As a 
result, under the geometrical quantization (10] the commutation relations for the variables e~1l(z) 
reproduce the commutation relations of the au(2d) Lie algebra of r• matrices and the consistency 
condition (2.65) of the underlying quantized dynamics leads to the quantized values for the spin 
of fermions. Thus the appearance of the one-dimensional Wess-Zumino term in the exponent of 
eq.(3.1) is by no means accidental and it is one·of the effects of the qu~tum geometry of Dirac 
fermions. 
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